The author's plane was compelled to land here because of an engine or mechanical trouble.

Mr. Fordney was met by a plane of the Evening Post, and was taken to the post's headquarters. He then proceeded to the Fordney residence, where he was entertained by the post's editor, Mr. Fordney.

The author was accompanied by Mr. Fordney's wife and daughter, who were very kind and cordial in their接待. They appeared to be very much interested in the author's work and expressed a desire to see more of him. The author was equally impressed by the warmth and hospitality of the Fordney family and was grateful for their kindness.
Schoemaker Gives Talk to Officials

Professor John J. Schoemaker, who recently gave the annual address to the Alumni Officials Association at a meeting held at the Athletic Banquet last Tuesday.

The subject of his talk was "The Importance of Athletics," which he is well qualified to handle because of his many years of experience as an official. He divided the treatment of officials into two parts, each of which he said in every case it was good, but in a few cases it could have been better. He also spoke of the officials' position of handling themselves under a large crowd without attracting attention, and of the value to be obtained in the teaching of individuals who conduct anything to win. These were many cases and officials present, but the members of the Alumni Officials Association Mr. Schoemaker, who is a member of this association, was largely responsible for making Professor Schoemaker as a speaker for this occasion.

OTHER PRESS

The current basketball season's anniversary of tough-years' birth will be celebrated in 1934, and the members of the Athletic Officials Association at a meeting held at the Athletic Banquet last Tuesday.

The subject of his talk was "The Importance of Athletics," which he is well qualified to handle because of his many years of experience as an official. He divided the treatment of officials into two parts, each of which he said in every case it was good, but in a few cases it could have been better. He also spoke of the officials' position of handling themselves under a large crowd without attracting attention, and of the value to be obtained in the teaching of individuals who conduct anything to win. These were many cases and officials present, but the members of the Alumni Officials Association Mr. Schoemaker, who is a member of this association, was largely responsible for making Professor Schoemaker as a speaker for this occasion.

Basketball Record for 1934 Compiled

The records of the basketball season are compiled and are presented for the 1934 season. These were compiled and observed along with the tournament games in the American Universities. The tournament games were compiled and observed for the 1934 season. These were compiled and observed along with the tournament games in the American Universities.

The tobacco does not spill out

Every Lucky Strike is made from the finest tobacco and only the center leaves. Not the bottom leaves, because these are under-developed and not ripe. They would give a harsh smoke. Not the bottom leaves because these are inferior in quality. They grow close to the ground, and are tough, coarse and always sandy. The center leaves are the mildest leaves, for which farmers are paid higher prices. Only these center leaves are used in making Lucky Strike the fully packed cigarette - so round, so firm - free from loose ends. That's why Luckies burn easily, burn evenly. And remember - 'It's toasted' - for that protection - for your taste.

Direct from the Metropolitan Opera House

Nordica at 230 8th Avenue, New York City. The Metropolitan Opera House will broadcast the Metropolitan Opera House Concert of New York in the complete opera "Turandot."
Taco Cagers Bow To de Paul in an Overtime Battle

Capr. Ray Pfllen Leads Team To Tie-Hit Encounter

DePaul's Thirteenth Win

Five straight by Bucky and Louie key in the last 30 seconds of overtime yesterday to give the Cagers the edge in front of the 1,200 crowd in the Deevee, but Wednesday afternoon on the Tech court, Bucky and Louie watched as DePaul's Frank Fleming and Ritchie Anderson drove the ball fast and neatly overmatched against each other during the current season. By virtue of their third league triumph over the Cagers, the Bucky-led team now 12 5 1, and with this win, had their seventeen straight streak tied by the 1945-46 Memphis team.

Fleming had a dazzling edge in the play during the first half, but not as well on the floor, the Cagers contained his nineteen points in the first half, but not so well in the second half. Although Fleming had a total of 10 points in the first half, he was held to just 4 points in the second half, while the Bucky led to 10 points in the second half. Fleming had a total of 10 points in the first half, but only 4 points in the second half.

DePaul took over 100 points in the first half, but only 20 points in the second half.

By Ray Phlicer

The victory over Augustana last Sunday closed the season for the Tech basketball team. The game was critical for the home team. After the defeat at the hands of the Tigers, the season losses stood at 4 2 and the Cagers had to play against the odds until the last second to win. And that last second was the key moment in the game. The Cagers were down by only 2 points when the final buzzer sounded.

In other games, a comprehensive review of the season was presented. Tech's overall season record was 16 5, with a total of 25 points. The Tech team was led by Captain Pfllen, a three-year starter. Pfllen's scoring average was just short of four points per game. The Tech team finished the season with a total of 41 points. Pfllen's scoring average was just short of four points per game. The Tech team finished the season with a total of 41 points.

Armour Wrestlers Lose Decision and Whoton Wins Meet 28 to 6

Armour's wrestling teams lost another match last week, bringing their record to 1 3 1. The loss was also the first time Armour has lost a match this season. The match was held at the Armour Gymnasium.

Armour's losing margin with over 11 points going on in the overtime period. At that, Armour was down by only 1 point, but the official time on the clock started ticking. Armour's hopes to win the match were dashed when the official time ran out. However, Armour's hopes were not entirely dashed. With a minute left on the clock, Armour made a comeback and took the lead in overtime.

In another match, Armour's wrestling teams took on the University of Chicago. Armour won the match by a score of 15 7. Armour's team was led by Captain Pfllen, a three-year starter. Pfllen's scoring average was just short of four points per game. The Tech team finished the season with a total of 41 points.

Dr. John Brown Answers

Dr. John Brown, a member of the Tech medical staff, answered the question about the cause of the injury to Captain Pfllen. The injury was caused by a fall during practice.
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